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Everything started with the fog. With real one on the road and one in my head because I didn't know what 

to expect from this training. My father drove me to the airport because it was my first time by plane, I was 

traveling a lot before but never with plane. I was tired and nervous because the flight was so early and this 

fog was so dense that we couldn’t see anything. Finally I was standing at the gate and thinking in my 

head...let the game begin. And so the game began, plane went up which was really interesting experience 

(but I cannot write about that because text will be too long). I wound myself in Frankfurt airport and I 

succeeded in getting lost searching 45 minutes for my gate...in the meantime I spilled some coffee on only 



 
 

 

 

jeans I had, well you know how it goes. After some hours I was in Estonia, in the magical mysterious land 

on the Baltic sea. I was lucky, I came day earlier and I had place to sleep. I agreed with my friend Amelie, 

and this is just one of the examples how EVS is connecting people.  I met Amelie just year ago, while I 

was on my EVS in Bratislava, I was leading workcamp and she came as a participant. Then we were 

talking about her plans for the future and she said she wants to go on EVS. Some moths after that she 

started the battle with the database of EVS programs and she wound one. In Tallinn!! And I was in Tallinn 

now! It’s amazing! We had some nice time, going around city center and discover some nice coffee shops. 

In the morning I was ready to go for my new adventure, I took the bus I went straight to Viimsi, where 

training took place in. It was beautiful Lavandel hotel. When I entered my room, my roommate was 

there...and...isn’t this just another coincidence, there was Bea and she finished her EVS in Serbia, in Novi 

Sad. After a while we gathered in the big room, where we are going to have workshops in the next days. It 

was room full of memories, different colored eyes with powerful fire in them, fire of a traveler. 

 

 
 

After nice dinner we had our first activity. It was get to know each other with different stages. I found 

myself going around the room, smiling sharing, taking quotes, writing my moto, teaching a game to 

someone and drawing my passion. When this first day passed, it was clear I belong here. With smiles of 

friends, who are close to my heart. Surprise of gathering together, in this new country, almost too crazy to 

be impossible. In the background smell of Baltic sea and picture of cloudy sky. Second day passed in 

questioning of our roles as Europeers, what can we do, why do we want to spread the word. In the 

afternoon we had 2 great girls who presented us their results, because they were Europeers for a year. 

They did amazing things and I was really inspired. In the evening we had diner out and most amazing 

guided city tour that I ever had. We discovered mysteries of wet streets of Tallinn and some forgotten 



 
 

 

 

legends. We saw cats well, devils window, we heard legend about old Thomas and old with acting of a 

tour guide.  

 
 

Third day was a surprise because we found out for sure we are going to schools in Tallinn to have our 

workshops. We learned about Project management, project ideas, planning and research. We did it teams. 

First we tried to send our dear friend Red Egg for an exchange and we had to organize details. After that 

we planned our workshops. In the evening we went for SPA, it was quite nice experience that after all day 

of working we could relax perfectly. 

 



 
 

 

 

 
 

My group got school in city center of Tallinn. It was very nice high school, we had around 40 students in 

big auditorium. Presentation went very well, we were good organized, and everything that could go wrong 

that day, just didn’t. Maybe it was good preparation or just luck  We got ourselves good coffee in 

traditional Tallinn bakery, we evaluated our workshop and read evaluations that we got.  

On the last day we planned our own activities, got our Youthpasses and said goodbye, at least for now. I 

had some troubles when I got back because my flight was cancelled, but my mood was suddenly changed 

because I saw beautiful sunrise in the sky. 

It was amazing training and I was finally seeing  that I'm not only person who feel restless and knowing 

that not only my shoes are ready to go...everywhere 

 



 
 

 

 

 
 
 


